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Jane Austen started writing Pride and Prejudice in 1796, initially called First Impressions, and it 

was eventually published in 1813,----a publication history that puts under scanner the emerging 

contours of British class system, and the amalgamation of Neoclassicism and Romanticism in 

Jane Austen----the two trajectories that we will pursue in this lecture. We will also have a close 

look at Elizabeth Bennet as the protagonist of the novel to note how the arc of her character 

illustrates the socio-aesthetic ideals of temperance and mediation, opening up a possible 

conciliation between a series of antithetical stakes in the novel----the Nobility and the Gentry, 

Nature and Art, feelings and perception and so son.  

The novel opens up with one of the most famous opening lines in English literature, “It is 

a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man in possession of a good fortune, must be in 

want of a wife.” The connection between money and marriage is immediately drawn. But as 

gossips spread among the Longbourn neighbourhood about the large fortune of Charles Bingley, 

the new tenant of Netherfield Park, and mothers such as Mrs. Bennet and Mrs. Lucas get busy 

sending invitations for dinner and seeking opportunities for striking a match with their daughters, 

we can see the irony of the opening sentence---a single woman, especially those without a 

considerable fortune, such as the Bennet girls, seem to be in real desperate need of marriage or 

suffer spinsterhood in a genteel society with little means for independent livelihood other than 

being a governess. Mrs. Bennet‟s desperate measures to ensure that her daughters do not turn 

into old maids evoke a comic nightmare, and lays bare the underbelly of fashionable society. 

Women seem to be obsessed about who dances with whom in glitzy balls, not due to amorous 

desires but the need for security.  

“Without an unusual share of natural sensibility, and very peculiar good fortune”, John 

Gregory declares in A Father’s Legacy to Her Daughters “a woman in this country has very little 

probability of marrying for love.” Their lives in ballrooms and dinners hinge upon the templates 

of waiting and anticipation, expecting proposals that would shape up their lives. Mr. Collins 

could afford to be a complacent fool and still be indulged by Mrs. Bennet as the family fortune 

would go to him, the only male heir of the family, however distant, rather than the daughters. 

Charlotte Lucas‟s acceptance of his proposal that Elizabeth turns down provides a thorough 

assessment of the confines of middle class aspirations to her. Fully aware of her vulnerabilities as 

an ageing plain woman, Charlotte finds in Mr. Collins the only opportunity of getting married; 

while Lydia high on the „animal spirits‟ falls for the seducer Wickham. The relationship between 

Elizabeth and Darcy develops gradually, through mutual criticisms and reassessments of each 

other‟s worth, rather than an immediate attraction such as Jane and Charles Bingley. While 

Bingley proves to be pliant and malleable in his affections towards Jane, Darcy remains steadfast 

and illustrates the aristocratic ideal of solidity. Elizabeth‟s commitment to intelligent love and 

companionate marriage has to test itself in relation to choices made by Charlotte and Lydia. If 

Charlotte is all calculation, Lydia is all impulsion. Elizabeth‟s choice and agency are based on 



notions of mediation that shows her the middle course in pursuit of happiness, rather than being 

cowed by her lack of inheritance or being trapped by the flattery of Wickham.  

This notion of choice as a crucial component in the felicity of marriage is tied to notions 

of judgement a crucial component of Neoclassical critical vocabulary. Though we might think 

that pride is associated with Darcy and prejudice with Elizabeth, these are qualities shared by 

both. Darcy distinguishes pride from vanity as a legitimate awareness of self-worth, almost an 

inheritance like his library or his Pemberley estate. Elizabeth‟s prejudice on the other hand stems 

from her belief in her superior faculty of perception. She inherits her satirical bent of mind from 

her father, and turns it into a prejudice against Darcy. But she becomes aware of the chinks in her 

judgement through experience, while reading the explanatory letter from Darcy---“she had been 

blind, partial, prejudiced, absurd” and “till this moment, never knew herself”. Darcy suffers from 

a generic censure towards all the classes not his own till the moment his pride gets wounded and 

he realizes, “how insufficient were all my pretensions to please a woman worthy of being 

pleased”. In his eventual acceptance of Elizabeth‟s intelligence lies the possibility of a reassessed 

relationship between the Nobility and the Gentry. The friendship between Bingley and Darcy 

gestures towards this alignment as the moneyed middle class wants to earn the respect of being a 

landed class, while the Nobility seeks to revitalize itself through alliances with the Gentry. But 

an alliance forged between the classes after the obstacles of pride and prejudice have been 

resolved gives the conciliation a philosophical justification. Edmund Burke in An Appeal from 

the New to the Old Whigs talks about a “natural aristocracy” with a “justified pride” without 

which there is no nation. Darcy is “properly humbled” by Elizabeth not to discredit his 

aristocratic role but to transform it. The original title of the novel First Impressions talks about 

subjective experience that gets finally altered through reassessment, but the final title Pride and 

Prejudice talks about abstract social qualities, and underscores the text‟s engagement with 

contemporary debates.  

While in terms of her journey towards a fulfilling marriage, Elizabeth illustrates the 

neoclassical virtue of mediation, her beauty has strong resonances with the emerging Romantic 

equations between vitality and beauty. She is called “light, bright and sparkling” in a departure 

from the staple images of demur women in domestic novels written to teach manners such as 

Fanny Burney‟s Cecilia. Her courage to walk in the mud at the cost of being laughed at, her fine 

dark eyes, her ability to stand the gaze of Lady Catherine and above all her ability to always find 

answers to Darcy turn her into an early example of the independent woman Mary Wollstonecraft 

urges women to aspire to in A Vindication of the Rights of Woman. The seminal trait of this 

emerging notion of womanhood is reliance in her natural dignity, that refutes the educational 

doctrines associated with artificial feminine grace elaborated by Rousseau for instance in Emile 

that discounts any rational capacity for women. Darcy does not hide his impatience for feminine 

accomplishments such as drawing, singing etc and values ability of conversation far above them. 

His recognition of her distinct virtues open up the possibilities of a companionate marriage. The 

depiction of his Pemberley estate draws upon the aesthetic parlances of the picturesque. While 

the neoclassical ideals of beauty celebrates rationality and evenness, the picturesque as a 

category of landscape art initiated by Gilpin hinges upon abrupt changes. It is crucial that the 

final union between Darcy and Elizabeth takes place in the picturesque gardens of the Pemberley 



estate, opening up hidden passageways into each other‟s art, till then clouded by pride and 

prejudice.  


